
Summer Math for Rising K-6th grades 2018-2019 
 

This summer, we are excited to introduce a new online program for our elementary 

students called MobyMax. MobyMax allows teachers to create assignments for 

students. It also automatically assigns lessons to your child for individualized 

practice. This summer, your child is only required to complete the lessons listed in 

the assignment tab (the icon with a sheet of paper and checkmarks). The required 

summer math work must be completed by the first day of school. It will be counted 

as a homework grade for those entering kindergarten and 1st grade and as a quiz 

grade for all other grade levels. After completing these lessons (list attached), no 

more assignments will appear in the assignments tab. Your child has the option to 

continue working on the automatically assigned lessons under the math tab on the 

home page. These automatically generated lessons are optional.  

 

In addition, students entering grades 2-6 are also required to practice 60 minutes of 

fact fluency in MobyMax over the course of the summer. To work on fact fluency, 

from the MobyMax home screen click on the tab with books, then click on the 

Fact Fluency icon. To verify the amount of time your child has worked on fact 

fluency, sign in "As a Parent" and enter your child's username and password that 

was sent home. Click on Fact Fluency icon, then the blue hyperlink titled “Show 

all sessions.” You will see a breakdown of how much time was spent on fact 

fluency during each work session. Both fact fluency practice and teacher-created 

assignments will be scored as your child’s first quiz grade of the first trimester.  

 

A video of how to navigate the MobyMax website is posted on the AHN under 

Summer Math. In order for your child’s summer assignments to remain accessible 

throughout the summer, it is necessary for them to login for at least one minute 

sometime between July 1st and July 15th. If you have any questions over the 

summer, please contact Heather Graham at hgraham@holynamestpa.org. 

 

To login to MobyMax: 

1. Go to www.mobymax.com/signin 

2. Enter School Code: fl4383 

3. Enter 

Username: [Username]  

Password: [Password] 
 

 

mailto:hgraham@holynamestpa.org


Rising 5th Grade 

Summer Math  

The work is found in MobyMax under the assignments tab (third tab from the left). Please complete all of the 

lessons listed below under the lesson topics.   Students are also required to practice multiplication and 

division facts under the fact fluency module on MobyMax for a minimum of 60 minutes to receive credit 

for summer work.  All student work must be numbered and completed in the composition notebook students 

were given at the end of the year.  Their math teacher explained how they should organize their work in sample 

assignments.  This composition notebook will be turned in to their math teacher on the first day of school. 

 

Standard Algorithm with One Digit: Adding Mixed Numbers: 
Multiply one-digit number by a four-digit number with 
no regrouping using standard algorithm 

Add mixed numbers with like denominators 2 

Multiply one-digit number by a multi-digit number 
with no regrouping using standard algorithm word 
problems 

Subtracting Mixed Numbers: 

Multiply a one-digit number by a three-digit number 
with regrouping using standard algorithm  

Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators 

Multiply a one-digit number by a four-digit number 
with regrouping using standard algorithm 

Converting Decimals to Fractions: 

Multiply a one-digit number by a multi-digit number 
with regrouping using standard algorithm word 
problems 

Convert a decimal number to tenths and hundredths 
fractions 

Multiples of 10, 100, and 1000: Compare decimals 

Multiply by multiples of 100 Converting Fractions to Decimals: 
Standard Algorithm with Two Digits: Convert tenths and hundredths fractions to decimals 

Multiply a two-digit number by a two-digit number 
with regrouping using standard algorithm 

Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers: 

Multiply a two-digit number by a two-digit number 
word problems using standard algorithm 

Multiply a fraction by a whole number 

Two Digit Quotient:  Place Value: 
Find a two-digit quotient with remainder Convert between place values 

Solve division problems with remainder word 
problems 

Rounding: 

Three-Digit Quotient: Round to the nearest 1000 

Find a three-digit quotient with remainder Round multi-digit whole numbers 

Division Review: Adding and Subtracting Multi-Digit Numbers: 
Write the remainder as a fraction Add multi-digit whole numbers 

Adding and Subtracting Fractions with Same 
Denominators: 

Subtract multi-digit whole numbers 

Add fractions with same denominators word problems Multistep Word Problems: 
Subtract fractions with same denominators word 
problems 

Solve multistep word problems with four operations 

Simplifying Fractions: One step word problems with remainders 
(fractions) 

Identify equivalent fractions Lines and Angles: 
Increase and decrease denominators with equivalent 
fractions 

Identify points, lines, line segments, and rays 

Improper Fractions: Identify right, obtuse, and acute angles 

Convert an improper fraction to a mixed number with 
three unknowns 
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